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HEIGHT TECH flight systems are the result of many years of 
research and development and a great wealth of experien-
ce in the area of technical inspection and media products 
from the air. This experience allows us to provide you with 
with a practical and innovative technology. 

Our company’s primary goal is to offer the perfect tool for bril-

liant results to our customers. To ensure this tool will continue 

to set our customers apart from their competition, we also con-

tinuously offer optimisations and new developments from an 

innovative development department.

On the following pages we will introduce you to our Profi-Line 

products and services in detail.
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_ABOUT US
Progress - Why we never stand still
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Designation HT-8 HT-8 C180

Max. take-off weight 5000 g 5000 g

Empty weight (w/o camera and battery) 3000 g 2850 g 

Max. flight time 17 min * 20 min *

Max. climb rate 9 m/s 10 m/s

Engine redundancy  

Plug system - 

Dimensions (incl. diameter of the rotor) Ø 1195 mm, H 425 mm 1015 x 1270 x 255 mm

Pack size Ø 1195 mm, H 425 mm 730 x 375 x 255 mm

GPS function  

Waypoint navigation optional optional

Collision protection optional optional

Duo-battery compartment  

Camera gimbal removable  -

Camera gimbal type BL-M ** BL-M 180

Payload camera gimbal BL 1000 g ** 1000 g

Camera rotating angle (horizontal axis) max. +/- 30 ° max. +/- 30 °

Camera pitch angle (vertical axis) max. - 90 ° max. +/- 90 °

LED lighting (rear) 2x white 2x white

Further information Page 6 Page 7

_PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
Robust, modular, reliable

*  Achieved with GoPro HERO camera, duo-battery in normal weather conditions (22° C)

** Other camera gimbals and further payload options (can be obtain) upon request
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_HT-8

6

HT-8 | the universal solution for large sensor systems  
 
Unique and suitable for universal application: with a take-off 

weight of max. 5000 g the HT-8 offers a payload up to 2050 g. With 

these features the HT-8 aerial robot is suitable also for large camera 

and sensor systems. We have succeeded in adapting the engines per-

fectly to the size and maximum payload to ensure extremely calm 

and stable flight characteristics. Our especially developed camera 

gimbals with active automatic balancing units also contribute to an 

excellent image and film quality. The eight engines fitted on the HT-8 

ensures maximum protection against stalling due to engine failure. 

The octocopter is dimensioned in such a way that the pilot is always 

able to keep visual contact even over large distances. So, the size of 

the HT-8 provide you with a significantly greater operating range 

than smaller models. When using a lightweight camera system, the 

reduction in weight can be utilised for a second flight battery. This 

allows a 60 % increase in the flight time, e. g. for surveying flights.

The price, scope of delivery and suitable camera systems can be 

found in our price list.

• Max. payload: 2050 g (without camera gimbal)

• Removable BL camera gimbal

• Dimensions: Ø 1195 mm, H 425 mm

• 8 drives

• Maximum flight time: 17 min*

• Stable flight up to 55 km/h wind speed

• Top speed: 60 km/h

*Achieved with GoPro HERO camera, duo-battery in normal weather conditions (22° C)
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• Payload camera gimbal BL: 1000 g

• Fully integrated BL camera gimbal

• 180° vertical viewing angle

• Dimensions: 1015 x 1270 x 255 mm (mounted)

• Pack size: 730 x 375 x 255 mm

• 8 drives

• Maximum flight time: 20 min*

• Stable flight up to 55 km/h wind speed

• Top speed: 60 km/h

_HT-8 C180

HT-8 C180 | the optimum for inspection- and film flights
 
The main feature of this system is the camera gimbal with 180° 

swivel. This provides for new applications, especially in inspection- 

and film flights. Difficult to access areas of industrial facilities can 

be shot with the camera tilted upward without propellers or mo-

tor arms getting in the way of the image. Even with wind speeds 

up to 55 km/h the HT-8 C180 flies very stable. By using the two 

flight batteries, which are accomodated in the standard duo-bat-

tery compartment, the aerial robot is capable of achieving flight 

times of upt to 20 minutes*. Whenever required, the aircraft can 

be operated with only one battery to carry higher payloads. With 

the installation of six pluggable motor arms the HT-8 C180 offers 

brilliant transport facilities (also abroad and in manholes installed in 

industrial plant systems).

The price, scope of delivery and suitable camera systems can be 

found in our price list. 

Pluggable

*Achieved with GoPro HERO camera, duo-battery in normal weather conditions (22° C)
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The key to an optimal image

The basis of an outstanding image quality of our customers’ systems are hand-balanced propellers and components 
which eliminate oscillation. All HEIGHT TECH aerial robots feature an active camera balancing. The camera is pivot-moun-
ted on two axes and moved by high-resolution gearboxes. 

_CAMERA GIMBAL
For absolute image quality
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The horizontal and pitch axis of the sen-

sor systems are immediately balanced 

automatically by the direct drives. The 

operator can control both axes via the 

ground station.

BL Camera gimbal

Brushless direct drives

Active balancing of the horizontal and pitch axis

Control of the camera via both axes

 Connection for shutter-release electronic (opt. camcorder zoom)

Payload max. 1000 g

500 g (BL-M), 500 g (BL-M 180)

Camera integration

The integration system for the respective camera model is  
equipped with a quick-change system and can be change in  
a few seconds. 

The so-called BL technology is essentially characterized by our highly stable camera gimbals. Unlike conventional stabilising dri-

ves, it uses brushless (BL) direct drives. This allows for an even greater response reaction rate and angular accuracy. In this way, we 

achieve an extremely high image stability and thus optimum results. 
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Photo on the right
HT-8 with special camera mounting for  

two cameras (thermal imaging and RGB camera) 

Photo on the right
 Camera gimbal for the use of an ultra wide-  

angle lens in upright format without the  

landing frame (landing is achieved 

by using a stationary landing unit)

Special customer requests

A priority of our research and development depart-
ment is realizing the special requests of our custo-
mers. Custom-built models are not an exception but 
the rule for us. 

The objective is simple: We would like to deliver an aerial 

robot system that exceeds your expectations and is per-

fectly customized to your purposes. Whether it is a special 

camera system, a HD radio system or an integrated laser 

reference system. We will be pleased to furnish you with 

detailed information regarding the technical possibilities.

We are creative, inventive and ready for anything new 
in applying your requirements to our aerial robots. We 
do however remain realistic and advise you on all the 
possible technical limitations. 

Development, manufacture and assembly - are accomplis-

hed by HEIGHT TECH and consequently may offer specific 

cost-benefit solutions. 
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Features of our ground control 

controls the aerial robot with secure digital radio communication

activates GPS-functions via multifunction switch

controls the camera alignment

releases the camera, optional zoom function

acoustic and visual warnings (e.g. low battery warning)

diversity video receiver for maximum transmission quality

large pluggable 7“ monitor displays the camera image

LCD monitor for telemetry data (altitude. battery voltage, etc.)

Precise control

All the displays and functions needed to work with a HEIGHT 

TECH aerial robot are integrated into our ground control in 

a practical fashion. The ground control not only controls the 

aircraft, but also the camera system. 

One special feature of our ground control is the ability to cont-

rol the camera without needing to release the control sticks for 

the flight attitude. In addition to greater safety, this allows just 

one person to work very efficiently.

Live Image

During the flight, a video transmitter sends the came-

ra’s viewfinder image to the pilot’s ground control via the 

HDMI- or AV connection. This allows you to check for a per-

fect image section. 

To ensure the best possible transmission quality, we use 

a highly sensitive diversity receiver system. This auto-

matically selects the respective highest reception quality 

via multiple receiving aerials. 

_COMPACT GROUND CONTROL STATION
Precision and efficiency in perfection
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_GPS- AND SAFETY FEATURES
Details to simplify your job

User-friendly control

Various sensors support the user in controlling a HEIGHT TECH aerial robot. Software-controlled features help the user 
to focus on the actual task. 

Position Hold 

In Position Hold function the aerial robot will automatically maintain its current position via GPS and coun-

terbalance wind gusts. The pilot is always able to change the current position through manual control com-

mands. With the joysticks in neutral position, the aircraft will automatically brake and maintain the new 

position. This allows for a three-dimensional, accurate approach of the optimal shooting position.

Coming Home 

The Coming Home function facilitates for example returning to the launching site after a flight, and is ac-

tivated on the ground control. Here the aerial robot climbs to a preset altitude and returns to the starting 

position. If reception is permanently interrupted, this function will activate automatically and after a brief 

holding time the aerial robot will perform an emergency landing at the launch site.

Waypoint navigation (optional)

Waypoint navigation allows for preprogrammed flight routes to automatically be flown. Flight routes are 

planned three-dimensionally by waypoint software, also allowing for diagonal flight paths or variable speeds 

to be parameterized. The flight routes are transmitted wirelessly to the navigation computer of the aerial ro-

bot, and waypoint flight is then activated from the ground control. While the aerial robot automatically starts 

the waypoint flight, its current position and various flight parameters are shown on a map in the waypoint 

software.

Safety functions 

In order to easily determine the flight attitude at high altitudes or in poor visibility conditions, an ultra-bright 

LED light is standard on our aircrafts. In addition to the camera image, telemetry data (altitude, battery voltage, 

temperature and others) are transmitted to the ground control. Acoustic and visual warnings inform the pilot 

as soon as critical values are exceeded. The maximum tilts of the aircraft (e.g. right/left) are limited electro-

nically. This safety feature always ensures a safe flight attitude. All flight-related data are stored to the aerial 

robot and can be used for analysis.
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* Provision of video and image material for self-presentation and marketing purposes

Support from the very beginning

Our customers receive a very special service in addition to 

every HEIGHT TECH aerial robot as your success and satisfacti-

on are extremely important to us.

We offer flight training with every service package, giving our 

customer the necessary confidence in handling the aerial ro-

bot. This briefing, which includes both practical and theoretical 

elements, equips you with the knowledge you need for every-

day use of the aircraft. With our First-Class service package you 

get a maximum all-round service and can focus on your work 

with the aerial robot.

Performance
Profi-Line service package 

incl. in basic package
First-Class service package 

optional, price on page 26

Training drone on hire (4 Weeks) 


(with Crash-Flatrate)

Flight Simulator with PC-Interface - 

Semi-annual inspection incl. Software update (24 months)


every 6 months possible


every 3 months possible

Practical and theoretical basic flight training in Bielefeld  

(6 hours for 2 persons)
 

Delivery and instruction in Bielefeld (2 hours)  

Training certificate at delivery


at passing the examination flight


at passing the examination flight

Yearly operation-related advanced training (6 hours) - 

Contact data of the German aviation authorities  

Prompt replacement system - as soon as your aerial robot  

needs repairing
- 

Preferential implementation of hardware upgrades/repairs - 

24/7 emergency hotline - 

Aerial view example material  

_SERVICE PACKAGES
SERVICE is very important to us
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_FURTHER CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Take advantage of our extensive experience

Rapid technical and economic developments demand constant adaptation and progressive learning. Training and de-
veloping your professional skills increase your chances for jobs and provide greater investment security, so do as we do 
and continue to develop.

Start-Up training

The start-up training helps novices and lateral entrants to get 

started in this market.

HEIGHT TECH GmbH & Co. KG has long-standing experience in 

providing services when it comes to aerial photography, which 

we are pleased to pass on to our customers.

The focal points are set by your personal questions and re-

quests. The following contents are planned:

• Market analysis/customer analysis

• Assistance in the creation of a website

• Online marketing and search engine optimization

• Pricing

• Insurance and law

• Practical job planning/identification  
of key terrain features for flight planning

• Camera operating for film and video

• Post-processing of aerial photographs

Advanced training

Practical advanced training is a continual education program 

offering you the opportunity to expand your portfolio with 

more difficult projects, enabling you to offer your customers 

other exciting prospects. 

Our flight instructors prepare you for your practical assignment 

in these courses, for example in the use of simulated flight assig-

nments. Your big advantage is obtaining risk free practice with 

an experienced flight instructor and valuable flight experience.

You select the contents of the advanced training from the follo-

wing range of operational areas:

• wind turbines

• high voltage lines

• indoor flight

• moving objects

• nap-of-the-earth flight/low level flight

• FPV (First-person-view)

Further details on the content of the training are available on 

the following pages.
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Improve your knowledge

As the manufacturer of your aircraft, we offer training to perfect your flying skills. An experienced flight instructor con-
ducts the training with your aerial robot system in instructor-student mode. You can customise your advanced training 
from the main topics to meet your needs:

Wind turbines

Based on their function, rotor blades in wind turbines are exposed to extremely high 

stresses. Since the blade tips reach a very high speed of up to 300 km/h during operation, 

they are greatly affected by erosion. Over the course of years this causes spalling and 

cracking, which negatively effect the efficiency and the safety of the system. In this advan-

ced training you will learn how to systematically fly by wind turbines, the correct camera 

setting, and, if requested, editing the shots. 

High voltage lines

In addition to inspecting the pole for corrosion and rust, there are many other key aspects 

in inspecting lines. For example, the isolators and their connecting elements, the spacers 

between the individual cables and of course the lines themselves require inspection. The 

aerial images of the various line components taken by the aerial robot document the cur-

rent condition of the construction to show the damaged areas to the operator. Practice 

how to conduct a safe flight even in difficult environmental conditions with the help of 

a flight instructor.

Indoor flight

Customer demand for indoor flights is increasing, offering an exciting opportunity you 

should not disregard in your range of services. However, flying in tight spaces and navi-

gating between obstacles, for example between furniture or machines, takes practice. To 

ensure you can master such a risky job professionally, our flight instructors will practice 

these flight manoeuvres indoors with you, in realistic conditions. This training will arm you 

with the experience necessary for indoor flights.

_ADVANCED TRAINING
Perfectly prepared for the customer
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Moving objects

This training prepares you for filming and tracking moving objects. This skill is often 

required for winter sports, motor sport, film shoots, wildlife documentaries and many 

other assignments. Training content is the uniform completion of complex camera mo-

vements around the moving object and the tracking of the object at different speeds (up 

to 60 km/h). Also speed acceleration and subsequent flying at a constant speed can be 

practiced with the help of vehicles.

Nap-of-the-earth flight/low level flight 

During the nap-of-the-earth flight and low level flight, which requires a short distance to 

the ground or the object, a calm and safe movement of the control stick is required. Often 

complications arise with a freshening wind. Moreover, it is absolutely necessary to assess 

the safety distance correctly in order to avoid a collision. These scenarios also have to be 

practiced since an increasing distance from the aircraft to the pilot means it becomes 

more difficult to assess the distance between the object and the aircraft. Our instructors 

give you practical tips in handling such situations successfully.

FPV (First-Person-View)

This training practices alternate flying according to video image and sight. As the pilot is 

also the cameraman in a one-man operation, the live image is watched at the same time 

as steering the aerial robot safely. Therefore the video image is required for the flight. This 

capability also allows very precise camera work, especially at high altitude or distance.
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_ACCESSORIES
To complement your aerial robot system

Video technology

Mobile image transmission with 22 "monitor in a transport case

This 22 "monitor unit is integrated in a robust PeliCase. The monitor is protected by a folding 

sun visor and the live image can be viewed by several people. The enclosed 5.8 GHz Diversity 

video receiver can be mounted for optimum reception on the roof of a vehicle or on a tripod.

Mobile image transmission with 9" monitor

This 9" monitor has an integrated 5.8 GHz Diversity video receiver and a portable power 

supply. This system can be mounted on a tripod, or carried by hand as a tablet.

Ground station for camoperator

These camera control ground station is specially adapted to the needs of camera controls can be 

used in parallel with the pilot's ground station. Here are all the camera functions and the rotating of 

the aerial robot (yaw axis) are controlled via this second ground station. This system is mainly used 

in film production and special technical applications.

HD-transmitter (price on request)
This device allows for a wireless transmission of the camera signal in full HD with up to 60 frames 

per second. The compact transmitter gets integrated into a specially modified landing gear. At the 

receiver you enjoy a very precise high resolution picture, e.g. for live transmission or other deman-

ding application.
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Transport solutions

Transport case for accessories 

This robust transport case above all protects your ground control station during transport. It 

also provides space for flight batteries, chargers, various spare parts and cameras. The case 

has a retractable handle and two rollers.

External dimensions: L 560 mm, W 455 mm, H 265 mm

Transport case for HT-8 

This profi-flightcase protects your HT-8 from damage. It is made of coated multiplex wood 

and has robust metal hinges. Rollers ensure that transport is simplified.

External dimensions: L 970 mm, W 970 mm, H 540 mm

Transport case for HT-8 C180

This robust PeliCase protects your HT-8 C180 from damage. 

External dimensions: L 800 mm, W 520 mm , H 315 mm

Heating case for batteries 

For the maximum performance batteries should be preheated at low temperatures. This Heating 

case has a built in thermostat and can accommodate 8 flight batteries. The power is supplied via 12 V 

car adapter or an integrated rechargeable battery.

External dimensions: L 540 mm, W 430 mm, H 120 mm
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_ACCESSORIES
To complement your aerial robot system

Further equipment

Shoulder strap

The shoulder strap is an alternative to the default supplied neck strap to secure the ground 

station. It ensures fatigue-free use of the ground station on longer work days and relieves 

the neck.

Flight battery

Raise the number of possible flights with extra batteries to carry out larger projects without 

time delay. With our transport box for accessories and the Heating case up to 8 flight batteries 

can be transported at one time.

Weight: 600 g

Collision protection for HT-8

The flexible propeller housing serves to protect both technology as well as the surroundings 

during flights near obstacles. Collision protection has a quick change system that can be sim-

ply assembled and disassembled depending on the demands of the respective operation.

Weight: 320 g

Collision protection for HT-8 C180

This special propeller guard serves protection for the technology and for the environment when 

flying nearby obstacles. The HT-8 C180 collision protection has a open front and thus provides a 

clear view for the 180° camera mount.

Weight: 300 g
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+

+

+

On the following pages you will find our price list. After an individual consultation we are able create a 100 % tailored 
complete solution.

Basic package

flight ready aerial robot

ground station

2 x flight battery

battery charger

Profi-Line service package

camera gimbal

(Different payload variants for the HT-8)

Camera integration

(For the model you want)

Appropriate zoom or trigger electronics programming

of the camera functions on the ground station

Camera 

Many camera models are also available over HEIGHT TECH, including

the default settings for flight assignment

Accessories 

For example transport case, waypoint, spare batteries

Further customer support 

For example advanced training, first-class package

The figure below shows the structure of a complete solution for a successful start into the flight services. A total solution 
consists of the following basic building blocks.

_COMPLETE SOLUTIONS
Customized to your use
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_PRICE LIST
Basic package

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

HT-8 basic package Airworthy aerial robot with 2650 g payload

• 8x low-maintenance brushless motors

• Compass, GPS

• Sensors for temperature, angle of rotation and acceleration

• Telemetric transmitter

• 2 x high performance LED installations

• Flight data recorder, logbook for flight documentation

• DUO battery duct

24.100

Ground control station

• Digital remote control

• Telemetric transmitter with LCD display

• 7“ monitor with a diversity video receiver

DUO charger

• 2 x charging cable for flight battery

• 12 V car plug

• Charging cable for ground control station

Flight battery 

• 2x lithium polymer 14,8V / 5800 mAh 

Profi-Line service package

• Loaned training drone (4 weeks)

• Semi-annual inspection incl. software update (24 months)

• Theoretical/practical flight training for max. 2 persons in Bielefeld (6 hours)

• Contact of the German aviation offices

• Delivery and instruction in Bielefeld (2 hours)

• Aerial view example material

Camera gimbal BL-M

• Custom camera mounting

• Video transmitter with a special antenna for maximum video coverage

• Electro-mechanical two-axis stabalisation unit with direct drives

The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.
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_PRICE LIST
Basic package

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

HT-8 C180 basic package Airworthy aerial robot with 2200 g payload (pluggable)

• 8x low-maintenance brushless motors

• Compass, GPS

• Sensors for temperature, angle of rotation and acceleration

• Telemetric transmitter

• 2 x high performance LED installations

• Flight data recorder, logbook for flight documentation

• DUO battery duct

27.600

Ground control station

• Digital remote control

• Telemetric transmitter with LCD display

• 7“ monitor with a diversity video receiver

DUO charger

• 2 x charging cable for flight battery

• 12 V car plug

• Charging cable for ground control station

Flight battery 

• 2x lithium polymer 14,8V / 5800 mAh 

Profi-Line service package

• Loaned training drone (4 weeks)

• Semi-annual inspection incl. software update (24 months)

• Theoretical/practical flight training for max. 2 persons in Bielefeld (6 hours)

• Contact of the German aviation offices

• Delivery and instruction in Bielefeld (2 hours)

• Aerial view example material

Camera gimbal BL-M 180

• Custom camera mounting

• Video transmitter with a special antenna for maximum video coverage

• Electro-mechanical two-axis stabalisation unit with direct drives

The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.
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The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

Integration for: 

Olympus OM-D/E-PL5

• Interface cable for live image transmission

• Photo release trigger electronics

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

650

Integration for: 

Panasonic DMC-GH3/GH4

• Interface cable for live image transmission (with G3 miniature camera for preview in Video mode)

• Photo release electronics

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

590

Integration for: 

Sony Alpha 5100

• Interface cable and converter for live image transmission

• Infrared release trigger electronics are firmly attached to the camera mounting

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

590

Integration for: 

Sony NEX-7/Alpha 7

• Interface cable and converter for live image transmission

• Infrarot release trigger electronics are firmly attached to the camera mounting

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

650

Integration for: 

Sony FDR-AX33

inkl. zoomfunction

• Interface for live image transmission

• Zoom electronics

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

650

Integration for: 

Optris PI400 /PI450

• Interface for AV live image transmission

• Adapter cable for power supply

• Quick Release mount for mini PC

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

790

Integration for: 

Flir Tau - Serie

• Interface for AV live image transmission

• Photo release mechanism

• Programming camera functions at the ground control station

• Camera must be available for integration 1 week before delivery

590

HEIGHT TECH is also able to supply the respective camera on request. Please enquire about current prices.

_PRICE LIST
Camera integration
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The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.

_PRICE LIST
Accessories

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

Ground control station

for camoperator

• 7“ monitor 

• Diversity video receiver

• Digital remote control

• Receiver for control signals (fitting either at the pilot ground control station or flight robot)

• Charging cable

2.600

Shoulder strap • Alternative to the neck strap for the ground control station

• Carrying comfort even for the long flights

35

Mobile image transmission  

with 7“ monitor

• Diversity video receiver

• With 7“ TFT monitor

• With mobile power supply

480

Mobile image transmission  

with a 22“ TFT monitor in 

transport case

• Robust PeliCase

• In lid integrated 22 "TFT monitor with foldable sunshade

• Diversity video receiver with suction cups and tripod mount (3 m cable)

• 3 m cable for 12V car connector (power supply via possible flight battery)

• Soft padding for safe transportation of ground station, flight battery, cameras, DUO charger

• Measures: L 800 mm, W 520 mm, H 315 mm

3.140

Mobile image transmission

for notebooks

• Diversity video receiver 

• With mobile power supply Battery 

• Chinch AV outlet

• USB connection for notebook

• Software for the display and recording of video images

1.300

Video glasses • High quality VGA video glasses with fitted video receiver

• Battery for mobile power supply

• Charger

• Optional fitting of a diopter compensation

460

DUO charger • 2 x charging cable for flight battery

• Charging cable for ground control station

• 12 V car plug

550

Liveview battery • Lithium polymer battery 

• 11,1 V/2200 mAh

60

Flight battery • Lithium polymer flight battery 

• 14,8 V/5800 mAh

• Weight: 600 g 

180
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_PRICE LIST
Accessories 

The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

Collision protection 

fits to HT-8

HT-8 C

• Flexible propeller protection made of carbon fibre

• Quick change system

• Weight: 320 g

430

Collision protection 

for HT-8 C180

• Flexible propeller protection made of carbon fibre, open front

• Quick change system

• Weight: 300 g

490

Propeller pair • A left and right rotating spare propeller

• Hand-balanced

• 2 self-locking nuts

45

Heating case for batteries • Robust PeliCase with space for 8 flight batteries

• Fitted thermostat with heating electronics

• Connection with 12 V car plug or a Liveview battery

740

Transport case 

for accessories

• Robust PeliCase

• Offers space for at least 6 flight battery packs, ground control station and battery charger

• Appropriate foam cutout for secure transport

• Measures: L 560 mm, W 455 mm, H 265 mm

400

Transport case 

für HT-8

• Made of light construction material

• With foam cutouts for safe transport

• 2 side handles / 2 rollers

• Measures: L 970 mm, W 970 mm, H 545 mm

720

Transport case 

for HT-8 C180

• Robust PeliCase

• With matching pads made for the safe transport of HT-8 C180

• Foam padding in the lid

• Measures: L 800 mm, W 520 mm, H 315 mm

690

Waypoint packet • Operational wireless link (USB) for a notebook

• Software license for waypoint planning in a radius of 500 m to the pilot

• Two hours of software training in 33699 Bielefeld (on delivery) 

• The notebook is not included in the delivery package.

1.400

The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.
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_PRICE LIST
Service packages

The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.The publication of this price list invalidates all previous lists. Subject to change without prior notice.

Designation Description / delivery package Net price in EUR

Profi-Line 

service package 

• Loaned training drone (4 weeks)

• Semi-annual inspection incl. software update (24 months)

• Theoretical training in air traffic law, flight dynamics and meteorology (2 hours)

• Practical basic flight training for max. 2 persons in 33699 Bielefeld (4 hours)

• Contact person in the civil aviation authority in your Federal State

• Delivery and briefing in 33699 Bielefeld (2 hours)

• Aerial view example material

inclusive 

(b. purchasing a  

aerial robot)

First-Class 

service package

• Loaned training drone with crash flat rate (4 weeks)

• Realistic flight simulation software with PC interface (for Windows)

• Quarterly inspection with software update

• Theoretical training in air traffic law, flight dynamics and meteorology (2 hours)

• Practical basic flight training for max. 2 persons in 33699 Bielefeld (4 hours)

• Operation-related advanced training (max. 6 hrs)

• Prompt replacement system - as soon as your aerial robot needs repairing

• Preferential implementation of hardware upgrades

• Contact person for the civil aviation authority in the Federal Republic of Germany

• 24/7 emergency hotline

• 1 year contract duration, price per Year

• Aerial view example material

4.080

Surveying package: • Agisoft PhotoScan single-user license

• Practical training unit (2 h) introduction of the workflow (from raw data to orthophoto or DEM)

• 1-day training (4) on using Agisoft PhotoScan in the aerial robot areas in 33699 Bielefeld upon 

delivery

• Additional support for Agisoft is charged on an hourly rate

3.860

Start-Up training • Services see pages 13

• Price applies per hour in 33699 Bielefeld

180

Practical advanced 

training

• Services see pages 14 - 15

• Price applies per training day in 33699 Bielefeld (6 hours)

1.100

Basic flight training • Additional Teacher-student flight lesson with training system in 33699 Bielefeld

• Price applies per hour in 33699 Bielefeld

160
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© Copyright HEIGHT TECH GmbH & Co. KG, technical changes and errors reserved.

_HEIGHT TECH
a company of the SPECTAIR GROUP

Registered office:

HEIGHT TECH GmbH & Co. KG

Böhlerstr. 1

Areal Böhler

40667 Meerbusch

Production site: 

Gustav-Winkler-Str. 22 

D-33699 Bielefeld

P  +49 (0)521/926 32 37 -0 

F +49 (0)521/926 32 37 -20

E info@heighttech.com 

W www.heighttech.com


